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Overview
● Introduction to the ENVRI Reference Model (ENVRI RM)
● Reference Model guided ORCID integration
● ORCID iD integration in geospatial metadata
○ OGC, NetCDF, EPOS and ICOS metadata, SSN ontology
The ENVRI RM
An introduction
Introduction to the ENVRI Reference Model
• Check it out at http://envri.eu/rm
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Model of the ‘archetypical’ research infrastructure
RI is a set of components 
that interact in the 
processing of scientific 
data, from acquisition to 
publication and use
Viewpoints
Data lifecycle
RM guided ORCID integration
How to model ORCID and iDs in the 
‘archetypical’ research infrastructure
People in research infrastructures
● In principle, all people surrounding an RI are candidates for ORCID iD
● The science viewpoint suggests many active roles, people who
○ build, maintain and operate the infrastructure
○ govern, manage and administer it
○ use it to do science
● Example roles in communities
○ Acquisition: scientist, technician, observer, data collector
○ Curation: data curator, storage administrator
○ Use: educator, citizen scientist
People in research infrastructures
● Many to benefit from global, unambiguous, identification
○ Acknowledge contributions, not only to data production
○ Unambiguous reference, e.g. to primary contact
○ Search for expertise, potentially across infrastructures
○ Discover information, e.g. via ORCID record 
○ Identify data use, e.g. when cited in literature
● Consider
○ Is everyone interested in being cited?
○ Is it feasible to cite all those involved in data production?
○ Some datasets will have no human authors (automation)
Science viewpoint: What are relevant roles?
● ORCID is a PID Generator
○ A passive role of the data curation community
○ The service generates ORCID iDs and assigns iDs to people
○ ORCID thus part of curation and metadata enrichment
● A PID Manager integrates ORCID into the infrastructure
○ A passive role of the data curation community
○ Obtains iDs from ORCID
○ Maintains a local catalogue of iDs
○ Assigns iDs to data and metadata products
Information Viewpoint: What is an iD?
● An iD is a Persistent Identifier (PID)
○ A PID is a Unique Identifier (UID) 
○ Thus an Information Object
● Assign Unique Identifier
○ Relevant Information Action Type
○ Obtain validated iDs through ORCID (obtain authorization)
○ Associate iDs as related identifier in metadata
Computational Viewpoint: What services are required?
● ORCID is a PID Service, with two operational interfaces
○ acquire identifier: provides an iD for a person
○ resolve identifier: resolves iDs onto landing page
● Infrastructure relies on
○ An annotation service 
■ Annotates resources with iDs as related identifiers
○ A data transfer service 
■ Pushes links between data UID and contributor iD to ORCID
■ Acquires relevant data about contributors from ORCID
ORCID 
in geospatial metadata
OGC
<sos:Capabilities>
  <ows:ServiceProvider>
    <ows:ContactInfo>
      <ows:Phone/>
      <ows:Address>
        <ows:DeliveryPoint />
        <ows:City/>
        <ows:AdministrativeArea />
        <ows:PostalCode />
        <ows:Country />
        <ows:ElectronicMailAddress />
      </ows:Address>
      <ows:OnlineResource xlink:href="http://orcid.org/xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-xxxx"/>
    </ows:ContactInfo>
  </ows:ServiceProvider>
</sos:Capabilities>
NetCDF (OceanSITES)
• Extend global attributes
• Discovery and identification
• Existing: principal_investigator, principal_investigator_email
• Extension: principal_investigator_orcid
• Publication information
• Existing: publisher_name, publisher_email
• Extension: publisher_orcid
• Provenance
• Existing: contributor_name, contributor_email
• Extension: contributor_orcid
NetCDF (Climate and Forecast)
● Attribute for Institution
○ Specifies where the original data was produced
● Seems to lack attribute for who produced data
● Extend the schema with principal investigator/contributor information
EPOS Metadata Baseline (CERIF)
• Person is an integral concept of the schema
• Research Infrastructure relates to contact person and RI manager
• Mapped to CERIF cfPers_Facil
• These types could be extended with an attribute for ORCID iD
Bailo et al. (2017). Mapping solid earth Data and Research Infrastructures to CERIF. 
Procedia Computer Science 106, pp. 112-121. doi: 10.1016/j.procs.2017.03.043
ICOS Metadata
<owl:DatatypeProperty rdf:about="http://meta.icos-cp.eu/ontologies/cpmeta/hasOrcidId">
       <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#FunctionalProperty"/>
       <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://meta.icos-cp.eu/ontologies/cpmeta/Person"/>
       <rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
</owl:DatatypeProperty>
https://github.com/ICOS-Carbon-Portal/meta/blob/master/src/main/resources/owl/cpmeta.owl
SSN Ontology
• No obvious link to contact information
• Existing proposal (*)
• Link Person to Device via owns property
• Person is an Agent that has a Contact
• Use NEPOMUK Contact Ontology
• Consider
• The Contact Ontology does not account for ORCID
• Possible to extend with corresponding attribute
• Not a best practice
(*) Ali et al. (2015) A Semantic Processing Framework for IoT-enabled Communication Systems. 
doi:10.1007/978-3-319-25010-6_14
